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**Change the world: one app at a time!**

Social justice apps covering topics of worldwide concern such as poverty, climate change, political and social action will be presented. Sample apps include: Revolutionary apps for social justice protesters; Games - changing the real world through the virtual and ENN (Expose News Network), “the app is the first of its kind which allows citizen journalists from anywhere on the globe to write a story, capture images and have it show up on an international website within seconds.”

Apps connect you with the local and global community in fast and flexible formats. Bring your own mobile devices with apps to share! We’ll have a few iPads on hand for students to use.

The impetus for our presentation on apps that “make a difference” is to support the Lesley mission to prepare students to be “catalysts shaping a more just, humane, and sustainable world.”


http://www.appolicious.com/curated-apps/548-iphone-apps-that-make-a-difference